Tübingen Lectures in Sport Economics
– Winter 2022/2023 (online via ZOOM) –

Presented by the Institute of Sports Science and the Data Science and Sports Lab

1) November 29 @04:15pm (CET)
Professor Heather Stephens (West Virginia University)
Topic: ‘Gendered Consequences of COVID-19 Among Professional Tennis Players’
@Google Scholar

2) January 11 @02:00pm (CET)
Professor Ignacio Palacios-Huerta (London School of Economics)
Topic: ‘The Beautiful Dataset’
@Google Scholar

3) February 1 @02:00pm (CET)
Professor Thomas Peeters (Erasmus School of Economics)
@Google Scholar

All students and colleagues interested in these topics are cordially invited.
Registration via Email is required: christina.toelle@uni-tuebingen.de